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Working with Couples and AD/HD
Molly Bloom, M.Ed., LMFT
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Having the awareness and
ability to reframe problems
within the context of the diagnosis can often break through the gridlock that frequently occurs when working with these
couples.

Working with Couples and AD/HD
Molly Bloom, M.Ed., LMFT

The therapist’s role is multifaceted. While you educate, re-frame, and help your couple to acknowledge and accept the
need for changing expectations and roles within the partnership, you must also help de-escalate the relationship, tease
out the co-dependency issues, and help them to create self-nurturing and forgiveness practices. This is no small task...but
it is a worthy one, I can assure you.
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Molly Bloom, M.Ed., MFT, has been practicing psychotherapy in Vermont and California for over 38 years. Challenged by
a client years ago to learn everything she could about adult AD/HD adults and their loved ones. She facilitates a monthly
adult AD/HD support group in Petaluma for the national organization of CHADD. In her private practice in Cotati and San
Rafael she provides individual and couples counseling, coaching and group facilitation in a broad range of issues with a
specialization in AD/HD in adolescents and adults.
Molly can be reached at (707) 775-8129 and her email: molly.bloom@sbcglobal.net.

President’s Message
Laura Strom, LMFT

Tribal Pride

Part of what makes RECAMFT great is the willingness of
people to jump in and help. It is that same spirit that
brings folks in early to help set up or encourages them to
join a committee. RECAMFT events are a way of unifying
our tribe. We are all part of this tribe of healers, and each
of us has something unique and valuable to offer the
whole.

“RECAMFT is one of the very best
CAMFT Chapters. I wish other
chapters could see this.” – David
Jensen, JD, CAMFT Staff Attorney,
Jan. 17, 2014.
That was David’s comment to me at the start of a superb
Law & Ethics Workshop last Friday under the direction of
our very competent Conference Chair, Cynthia Halliday.
As we gazed upon the beautiful Furth Center the tables
were filled with well over a hundred warm, engaged
professionals. In back was a lovingly displayed, bountiful
buffet with savory, healthy breakfast offerings.

Speaking of outstanding RECAMFT volunteers, our
gratitude goes to Marie Piazza for orchestrating our
monthly Recharge Raffle over the last year. It is always
fun to see whose business card will be picked from the
basket and win that month’s rejuvenating prize
donation. Marie did a great job working with volunteer
vendors who gave us some luxurious donations. We need
a replacement for her to continue this RECAMFT
tradition. This is a great opportunity to get your feet wet
with something everybody appreciates.

Participants received a spiral bound booklet of David’s
excellent presentation and wore pre-printed nametags.
Volunteers were on hand with laptops to renew
RECAMFT memberships. The early helpers arrived
around 7:30 am to set up the food and get everything
ready for a successful conference. At noon volunteers
were treated to lunch, while participants went out.
Cookies, trail mix, and chocolate were afternoon snacks.
It was gratifying to see the conference running like a welloiled machine thanks to Cynthia’s careful planning, and
to the many efficient, lively volunteers.

Kate Maxwell has served as our Community Outreach
Chair, and is now ready to step down and become a
committee member. Thank you, Kate, for many years of
willing service! Here’s a chance to head a committee
while being mentored as you learn the ropes.
Rich conversation was had by those of us attending the
First Friday Social Networking Luncheon on Jan. 3rd. I
have been mentally referring to it as the “RECAMFT Thai
Think Tank” ever since. I hope even more of you can
attend next month’s First Friday Luncheon at Jhanthong
Banbua, 2400 Mendocino Ave., Feb. 7th from 11:30 am –
1:00 pm. Vegan dishes are available and the food was
delicious.

Over lunch I felt a sense of pride at David’s stories of how
RECAMFT stands out as something very unique and
special. I believe people instinctively feel that when they
are suffused in the dynamic energy of a RECAMFT event,
but it was nice to have it confirmed by someone who has
seen a lot.

When Gail Van Buuren first invited me to a Board
meeting, she emphasized how RECAMFT functions as a
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tribe. What a delight that Kris Spangler has joined our
tribal counsel as President-Elect. Kris bears the unique
honor of being the only person ever to have been elected
to this office on the same day as giving a monthly
presentation. If you missed Kris’ excellent talk, which
included a panel of speakers, be sure to watch the video
in the members’ section at RECAMFT.org.

RECAMFT TEAM
BOARD OF DIRECTORS

PRESIDENT: Laura Strom 889-9168
PRESIDENT ELECT: Kris Spangler 415-320-2272
PAST PRESIDENT: Lani Lee 331-5246
SECRETARY: Deborah Haarstad 484-7242
TREASURER: Bob Dalzell 765-1009

With our free DSM-5 training Feb. 4th, another great
month is shaping up. It occurs to me that we can have as
rich an organization as we choose – one that feeds our
collective souls as healers. What is your vision for our
tribe? It is our shared communal vision that gives our
tribe purpose while moving forward together.

DIRECTORS-AT-LARGE:

Programs: Denise Safont, Chair 792-8277
Michael Krikorian 579-0838
Doug Silberstein 583-2353
Jonathan Fox 548-8350

Laura Strom can be reached at LCStrom@gmail.com

Membership: Catherine Capitani 529-5529
Interns: Lee Rosenstein 530-355-1156
NEWSLETTER

Editor/Formatting: Gail Van Buuren 494-4198
COMMITTEE CHAIRS

Recharge Raffle: Vacant
CEUs: Susan Amanda Schratter
Ethics: Coralia Serafim 781-0133
Hospitality: Susan Hartz & Judith Peletz
Website: Hal Forman 829-6880

Archivist: F. Michael Montgomery 578-9385

DAVID JENSEN (WAY UP FRONT) ENTERTAINING ATTENDEES
AT THE LAW & ETHICS WORKSHIP IN THE BEAUTIFUL
AGATHA FURTH CENTER ON JANUARY 17TH

Community Outreach: Vacant
Conferences: Cynthia Halliday 578-1064
STAFF

Administrative Consultant: Pam Ward 575-0596

ETHICS ROUNDTABLE

The Ethics Roundtable meets once each in the Fall, Winter, and
Spring. Our meetings are warm, informal and welcoming,
encouraging discussion of sometimes sticky issues. Topics may
come from our clinical practices, or be generated by other
ethical concerns brought in by one of us.
The meetings are informative, stimulating and enjoyable.
RECAMFT members are invited to attend. No ongoing
commitment is required.

Next Meeting – Friday, February 7, 2014
1:30 - 3:00 pm
More information? call Coralia Serafim at
781-0133

SOCIAL TIME BEFORE THE JANUARY MEETING
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Gender sensitive therapists also need to know about
different definitions of the constructs of gender and sex.
For example, gender may refer to Gender Identity (the
felt sense of gender,) Gender Expression (the visible selfidentification of a person’s gender,) and Gender Role
(the cultural expectations towards gender.) The term sex
can apply to anatomy, hormones, and chromosomes.
These constructs have traditionally been viewed as fixed
qualities. With sex, science is now aware of variations
beyond the traditional dyad-view. With gender, the
media, marketing, and advertising industry reinforce the
idea of gender being a fixed, predetermined state of
being.
However, all three-gender terms can be
conceptualized as existing on a continuum. With a
continuum perspective, asking the question, “What is
normal?” with gender and sex has become an outdated
and vague one.

What You Missed
By Jonathan Fox

Gender, Sex & Transitioning
Presented by Kris Spangler, LMFT
At the January 10, 2014 monthly meeting, RECAMFT
member (and new Present-elect) Kris Spangler discussed
best practice ways clinicians can be sensitive to the
needs of gender variant clients. This intriguing talk
provided background information, pragmatic clinical
strategies, an insightful participatory exercise, and two
guest speakers.
Gender variation has been well documented within
cultural history. However, the advertising and media
industries promote gender as static, traditionalist, and
stereotyped societal constructs. Yet both nature and
reality reject these stereotypes, as gender and sex do not
always align in ways that are observable.

We were fortunate to hear about the direct experiences
of two trans-successful people, Rachel Sutter and Scott
Parkhurst. I was especially moved by Scott’s declaration
(to paraphrase) that he was “not a pronoun but a human
being.” Gender variation is very much a part of the
human experience.

Kris asks what does a person do if they do not fit the
prevailing stereotypes of gender? Supporting a client
who is questioning their gender identity, or perhaps
changing their assigned gender, requires therapists who
are knowledgeable of this unique issue and have the
resources and techniques to sensitively respond to the
client’s needs.

Kris’s handouts will be available on the RECAMFT
website.
Kris Spangler has worked as a therapist in Bay Area
agencies and in private practice for 14 years. Identifying
as gender variant, Kris is growing a general practice in
Sebastopol, with one special focus on gender-related
concerns, using both Mindfulness-based and
psychodynamic perspectives. She can be reached at
(415) 320-2272 krislinkk@earthlink.net.

Clinical suggestions include: Careful examination of our
own views, feelings, and biases regarding gender.
Clinicians should strive to demonstrate openness
towards the possibility that clients may be dealing with
gender-focused issues.
This openness includes
questioning if gender plays a role in clients
dissatisfaction. For some individuals, there may be
reluctance in bringing this issue up in session.
Conversely, it is also important to not assume that
gender variation plays a part in the client’s
dissatisfaction. Sensitive counselors continually assess
the individual needs of the client.

Jonathan Fox is very much looking forward to not being an
intern much longer. He is honored to work in a pilot
collaboration between the Lomi Clinic and Sonoma County
Behavioral
Health.
He
can
be
reached
at
JFox.Counselor@gmail.com

Another clinical issue is awareness of the developmental
needs of gender variant clients. Puberty – typically
difficult for all, can be especially difficult for those with
gender variation. There is documented data of increased
rates of suicide, homelessness and foster care
placement, substance abuse, and behavioral issues as
well as being the victims of violent crimes, including
police brutality impacting gender variant youth.
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KRIS SPANGLER ANSWERING QUESTIONS

I believe that I can speak for all the attendees when I say
that we all left feeling a bit more supported. One of the
main topics over lunch was the state of the profession.
We talked about our thoughts on having three masters
level clinician designations (LCSW, MFT, LPCC). I got to
hear words of wisdom from Patricia who has been in
private practice much longer than I have. It was actually
my first time meeting Patricia and Lisa, both longtime
members of RECAMFT. Not everyone is able to make it
to our regular speaker meetings. Having another
meeting time during the month may really strengthen
our community, offering more opportunity for face-toface time.

First Friday Lunch
By Jennifer Ballard

On Friday January 3rd, six of us met at Jhanthong Banbua
Thai restaurant for a networking lunch proposed by
Laura Strom. The restaurant is very close to where our
monthly CEU meetings are held and was both convenient
and comfortable. The luncheon was definitely a success!
In attendance was Lainey Gayler, Patricia Hartnett,
Hannah Caratti, Alice Petty-Hannum, Laura C. Strom, and
myself, Jennifer Ballard.

AUTHOR, JENNIFER BALLARD (RIGHT) WITH OUR FORMER
PRESIDENT, LAINEY SOHIER GAYLER, ENJOYING FIRST FRIDAY
LUNCH

Laura asked us about questions we might want to see on
the CAMFT poll and we all agreed that more public
awareness about the MFT profession would be great. We
pondered why there isn’t a better health insurance
option for us and how we would like to see the ability to
buy in at a discounted group rate. It turns out many of us
have questions on taking insurance clients in our
practices and Laura offered up the idea of having
RECAMFT host an expert on the topic.

Getting together outside of our RECAMFT meeting
proved to be great for networking, support,
collaboration, and fun!
Doesn’t it help when networking is more than a business
card and a handshake? I really got to know about the
other attendee’s practices. For anyone hesitant about
“networking,” I want to say that talking about our
business happened organically over lunch. There was no
pressure and no “elevator speeches.” While I value
getting in a few minutes talking with people at out
monthly CEU meetings, the luncheon really gave me
more of a chance to socialize and discuss the profession.

The company was great, and the food was delicious!
Please consider joining us at the next First Friday Lunch
on February 7th and help us make it a regular event where
we can all find more support, collaboration, and fun
socializing with our colleagues.
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RECAMFT RECHARGE RAFFLE

Support for helping professionals through creativity,
spirituality and sexuality. You can access Moonburst! on
Marie’s website at www.mariefpiazza.com.

Local Businesses Supporting Local Therapists

2013 Recap

The RECAMFT Recharge Raffle, started in January 2013,
replaced the dearly beloved and long-standing 5150
Raffle. It was designed to offer one of our lucky
members a way of restoring, rejuvenating and
revitalizing him/herself as well as to provide support
and exposure for local small business owners.
Here is a recap of the businesses that donated to our
cause last year. Please take a moment to review the list
and make a mental note to support them during the
coming year! We are grateful that they understand the
importance of our work in the community and are willing
to donate for the purpose of keeping therapists happy
and healthy!

SUSAN AMANDA SHRATTER, CEU COORDINATOR CHATS WITH BOB
DALZELL, TREASURER, WHILE MEMBER KATE MAXWELL SIGNS IN.

Milk and Honey, Sebastopol
Janet Barrows LAc Acupuncture, Santa Rosa
Savory Spice Shop, Santa Rosa
Kit Lafroos, LMT Petaluma
Debbie Ebling, LMT, CMLDT, Santa Rosa
Kathleen Brannan Brown, Osteopathic Therapy,
Santa Rosa
 Mirabai Joan Kolari, Soul Collage, Santa Rosa
 Katy Redmon, Hypnotherapy, Petaluma
 Christine Telis, Sound Temple Music & Healing
Arts, Sebastopol







Gottman Professional Training
Receive a $100 discount - Sign-up for 2 Workshops...
Receive a $150 discount - Sign-up for All 3 Workshops!

Gottman Level I:
March 14th-15th, 2014 or
June 27th-28th, 2014

It’s time to evaluate the future of RECAMFT Recharge
Raffle. I have enjoyed my all-too-brief role as
Coordinator, as it has allowed me to get to know both
members of the RECAMFT community as well as our
Sonoma County small businesses. Unfortunately, for
personal and professional reasons, I am unable to
continue to do the work of coordinating the Raffle. I am
happy to train the next person, if someone would like to
step up and carry this forward. Otherwise, the raffle may
be put to rest!
If you might be interested in taking on RECAMFT
Recharge Raffle Coordinator, please, contact Marie F.
Piazza, MFT at (707) 570-3940 or by email at
mfpmft@sonic.net. (Please note: this is a new email
address!) No special talent required! All inquiries
considered!

Gottman Level 2:
April 10th-12th. 2014 or
July 31st-Aug. 2nd, 2014

Gottman Level 3:
Practicum Workshop
August 28th-30th, 2014

TrainingForCouplesTherapy.com
Presented by a Senior Gottman Certified Therapist
in a Retreat Setting located in Sebastopol, California
Lisa Lund, CRC, MFT #33393 • (707) 547-0401

Marie F. Piazza, MFT is in private practice in Santa Rosa. She
publishes a free monthly e-newsletter called Moonburst!
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bodywisdom
PSYCHOTHERAPY

presents

Healing in Relationship

Somatics in Couples Therapy
A M i n d-B od y A ppr oa c h t o St re ngt he ni ng At t achme n t

Saturday, March 22
& Sunday, March 23

10 am to 5 pm
10 am to 2:00 pm

for therapists that work with couples

I Sebastopol, CA J

In our work with couples we use somatic practices to bring to life
the developmental issues that need attention. By doing so we
enhance our ability to work with the defensive dynamics in vivo
highlighting where the injuries occur and creating the possibility of
a corrective experience. In this workshop, we will explore the use of
body-based interactions that engage the senses: touch, voice tone,
eye contact, proximity, movement and visual acuity. These processes
allow partners to see and understand each other in new ways
making it possible to respond more effectively to each other’s
regulatory needs. This leads to a more secure attachment
which fosters intimacy and a sense of safety within
the relationship.

Cost

Participants will learn somatic
techniques for:
• assessing and repairing
insecure attachment dynamics
• exploring boundary issues
between the partners
• teaching couples about
giving and receiving
• unraveling and working
the Body Knot (a technique
developed by Bodynamics)
• enhancing bonding and
secure attachment while
in the therapy session
and beyond

Please fill out registration form at
bodywisdompsychotherapy.com

$210 register by February 28th
$230 after February 28th
10 CEU’s for MFT’s & LCSW’s
(PCE# 937)

Trainers

Theresa Beldon MFT #48103*
Kitty Chelton MFT #30322*
Please see bios on our website

Register

Send payment

Kitty Chelton
7765 Healdsburg Ave, Suite 12
Sebastopol, CA 95472

*Marriage and Family Therapist

For more info call
Kitty: 707 823 8203 or
Theresa: 707 823 5216
bodywisdompsychotherapy.com
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Transgender: The Misunderstood
Birth Defect

in the 60’s. I enjoy having a vagina and am mostly happy
being female, but I am a “Halloween Transgender.” On
October 31rst don’t expect to recognize me. My
annoyingly prominent breasts are hidden, I have a cute
mustache on and I am most likely wearing a police
uniform, complete with hat and shades.

By Jan Ogren
Thank you, Kris for a wonderfully informative and
inspiring presentation at the January RECAMFT meeting.
The handouts you created were very helpful, both for
participants and for you to be able to condense an
amazing wealth of information into a very short time. I
appreciate you as a colleague and was thrilled to learn
you will be our new president-elect. When I say you were
inspiring, I mean that literally. I’d been meaning to write
this article since last August and after your presentation
I bumped it to the top of my writing list.

I am sharing this both to model a few aspects of my
unique form of gender variance and to demonstrate
speaking in the physically explicit language that is helpful
if you work or know transgender individuals. That is not
to imply that the only thing TG individuals talk about is
sexual parts, but the more comfortable you are as a
therapist saying penis, vagina, breasts and talking about
bathrooms the more open and welcoming you will be for
TG people. It’s also important to explore your own
relationship to gender. As more people are comfortable
talking outside the bi-gender cultural norm our society
will be more accepting of gender variant/queer and TG;
this will be especially supportive for people who are “agender,” androgynous,” or fluid in their gender.
(Meaning they can flow from one end of the gender
spectrum to the other.)

I love serving the transgender (TG) community, but when
I say I specialize with TG individuals, both colleagues and
friends frequently respond with, “I try to be supportive,
but I just don’t understand why someone would want to
change their gender?” They say this as though they are
imagining that a transgender person goes to sleep one
gender, then wakes up the next day and decides to
switch gender. I certainly have a hard time
understanding that scenario myself.

I want to dedicate the next part of this article to a
beautiful woman who recently killed herself.1 In her
suicide note she specified her reason for giving up hope
and choosing to die was that she believed she would
never be allowed the surgery needed to correct her birth
defect. Currently GRS (Gender Reassignment Surgery)
requires a regiment of protocols that an individual must
go through before receiving surgery2. There are financial
difficulties and insurance exclusions, because it is seen as
an elective surgery. If it was viewed as a corrective
surgery for a birth defect it would not be excluded. There
are many other issues, but I want to focus here on the
letters from a psychotherapist that are required.

So I say, “Think about what gender you know yourself to
be now. Then imagine you were born with a birth defect.
You know you are male or female, but between your legs
is either a mixture or the opposite physical genitalia.” I
have shared this perspective with many transgender
individuals who affirm that this both explains their reality
better and confirms they are as “normal” as anyone else
born with a birth defect.
The challenge for TG individuals is that our culture is
intensely bi-gender focused: we have two and ONLY two
choices. The first question asked of a new parent is
usually, “Is it a boy or a girl?” The answer is not supposed
to be, “I won’t know until my child has a chance to grow
and discover where they fit on the gender continuum.”

These letters can cause a conflict in therapy, a type of
dual relationship where the therapist is both supportive
counselor and evaluator and where the client is seeking
support, but also needing to “prove” that they are
worthy of surgery or hormone therapy. For a therapist,
especially one less familiar with TG, this can create a
mistaken belief that they have to be a careful evaluator
because they fear making a mistake and recommending
a very major, nonreversible surgery that could ruin a
person’s life. They can feel that they are the ones

I myself am “gender variant” or “gender queer.” I was
born biologically female and I have always used women’s
bathrooms. (Except when the line is ridiculously long and
the men’s bathroom is completely empty). I mention
bathrooms, because that is a major issue for transgender
individuals. Growing up I never wanted a penis, but I did
want the freedom and adventures I saw boys entitled to
1
There is an alarmingly high 41% of TG individuals who
attempt suicide and this could easily be much higher due to
unrecognized childhood suicides. One woman remembers first
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wanting to kill herself when she was seven years old and tried
to run in front of a car.
2
References from WPATH standards

responsible for knowing when or if a person is read for
surgery.

no group this is more obvious with than TG. I am grateful
for every journey I have taken, starting with a withdrawn,
depressed, often suicidal client trying to pass as a man
(or a woman) then watching her (or him) transform into
an ecstatically happy, social woman (or man). There is
much more to explore here and I encourage you to
become more acquainted and supportive of the TG
community. They are taking our culture into an
expansive freedom will create a healthier world for
everyone.

If someone was in therapy and considering correcting
any other major birth defect they would not be required
to obtain a letter from two therapists. Even if a letter was
required I don’t believe their therapist would question
them in the same manner I have heard TG people report
being interrogated by therapists regarding a letter of
recommendation for surgery. I believe the most
supportive stance is to leave the evaluator role and to
make this explicit to the client. As with any other client I
will step into a more authoritative role if they appear
psychotic, delusional, under the influence of drugs and
alcohol or are unable to safely make major medical
decisions for themselves for any other reason. For TG this
would also include the delusion that having the surgery
would solve some issue unrelated to gender, or magically
make everything perfectly easy once they have the
surgery. This is why the requirement of living as one’s
natural gender for a year before surgery can be helpful
so the person experience the difficulties from family,
work and society associated with being an out of the
closet TG person. This time also gives them a realistic
understanding of the support they will need once having
the surgery.

Jan Ogren, LMFT, is a licensed psychotherapist, international
author and public speaker. She has a private practice in Santa
Rosa specializing in GLBT, abuse issues, trauma and spiritual
awakening. Visit her website at: www.JanOgren.net

RECAMFT Programs 2014
April 11, 2014
John Amodeo, PhD, LMFT
Mindfulness & Spirituality in Psychotherapy
May 9, 2014
Jennifer Ballard, LMFT
Play Therapy

I like to explain to clients that I am a TG advocate, not an
expert. I will help them deal with the difficult issues
associated with being TG, but they are the authority on
their own body and what they choose to do, including
surgery.3 I also offer people a safe place where the focus
can be on issues not related to TG, acknowledging that
being TG does not define them as a person. Regarding
the required letters for hormones or surgery, I let my
clients know from the beginning of therapy that I will
write what they need, including revising it until they feel
comfortable sending it to a doctor’s office. This to me is
a crucial stance of a TG sensitive therapist. Stepping out
of the evaluator role as soon as possible gives them the
needed respect and support for being the gender they
know themselves to be. This also eliminates the fear that
they could jeopardize their chances of receiving a
supportive letter if they share their true thoughts and
feelings in therapy.

June 13, 2014
Mary Crocker Cook, D.Min., LMFT, LAADC,
CADCII
Afraid to Let Go: For Parents of Adult
Addicts and Alcoholics

Ads & Announcements
Lovely Therapy Office with Sand Tray to sublet in
Sebastopol. Has waiting room with hot tea for clients,
plenty of free parking. Accessible. Available: Mondays
until 2pm, Wednesdays all day or until 2pm and Fridays,
all day or until 2pm. Susan-Amanda Schratter, MFT
415-302-8185

As therapists our role is to help people transform into
healthier, happier and more fulfilled individuals. There is
I see this as similar to counseling a woman concerning an
unplanned pregnancy. I will explore and support her in all
options, but it is her body and her decision to make.

3
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was anything he could do to help. He split the cost of a
large stack of flyers with me, and then took them to a
CAMFT event, passed them out and talked with people
about what had happened. He attended the July 27th
meeting with Jill Epstein in Marin. Bob also attended the
recent CAMFT Connects meeting in Santa Clara.
Since July, Bob and I have met on numerous
occasions. He has always offered me a calm, respectful
ear, and sage advice. I have come to rely upon him to tell
me things that I may not want to hear, and he does this
with grace and kindness.
A son of South American immigrants, he has an
“Elder Statesman” quality about him that is gentile and
respectful, something that should be welcomed by the
existing Board members. He is very clear about his
beliefs, however, that CAMFT should provide its
membership with transparency and collaborative
leadership.
By electing Bob Casanova to the state CAMFT
Board, we can all be assured that we have elected
someone with superb ethics and integrity that will work
hard for all of us, and represents the best of RECAMFT.
RECAMFT continues to stand out as an exceptional place
to find engaged, caring professionals of the highest
caliber.

Excitement & Leadership Stem From
RECAMFT
By Laura Strom
One of the really great things that has come out
of last year’s CAMFT bylaws adventure, is a large surge of
interest and enthusiasm for advocacy and education
surrounding our MFT license. People are suddenly wide
awake, and talking to each other, writing in online
discussion groups, volunteering for committees, joining
local chapters, attending chapter board meetings, taking
an interest in the political landscape, and really putting
their hopes and dreams out to the greater LMFT
community.
The coming March 2014 election is the first one
in CAMFT history in which there will be real choice on the
ballot. Thanks to grassroots organizing, and many people
working together to nominate candidates for the state
CAMFT Board by petition, we will have the largest ballot
in CAMFT’s 50 year history. The ballots will be mailed to
us the first week of March. The closing date of the
election is 5 PM on April 10th, but I encourage everyone
to mail your ballot back by March 31st. In the December
2013 bylaws vote, 5% of the voting postcards arrived too
late to be counted. Please do not let that happen again –
vote in March.
The RECAMFT community can be proud that two
of our chapter members will be on that ballot. I am
running as President-Elect of CAMFT. In addition to
myself, Bob Casanova is running for Director-at-Large.
Bob brings some wonderful expe-rience that makes him
a very strong candidate. He spent six
years (2006-2011) on the Social
Advocates for Youth (SAY) Board,
including the last two as its
President. SAY and CAMFT are both
non-profit organizations operating
with
similar
budgets
of
approximately $4 million dollars.
Bob earned his MA from University of San Francisco, and
got his MFT license in 2000. He recently completed a
Psy.D. He has a successful private practice as a marriage
and family therapist including individuals, couples,
families and group work. Bob also offers educational
consulting in which he helps families who have students
with special needs find appropriate schools or programs
that are located throughout the country. He frequently
travels to check on students and schools, flying to many
distant locales.
Last July, as the bylaws debacle was unfolding, I
was very grateful when Bob contacted me to ask if there

Intern News

With Lee Rosenstein
Hello Interns!
We are experiencing growing pains: our
support group will be splitting into two separate
groups, one for interns and one for new licensees.
Both will restart in February at a different location to
be announced soon.
We are still searching for a new "intern chair"
beginning March. It's been a great privilege and
pleasure to serve on the RECAMFT Board for the past
two years. Please contact me or Laura Strom if you
or someone you know might be interested in
stepping up and joining the fun.
The annual intern fair will be held once again
at Sonoma State on Friday February 14th from 911am. Everyone of course is welcome, and we may
need help at the RECAMFT table. Cookies and treats
are plentiful, unless you're not into that sort of thing.
Please
contact
me
for
details
at
leeshomeworld@comcast.net Enjoy the sunshine
and dance for rain!
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REDWOOD EMPIRE CHAPTER, CALIFORNIA ASSOCIATION
OF MARRIAGE & FAMILY THERAPISTS
PO BOX 2443, SEBASTOPOL, CA 95473

Therapist

RECAMFT HONORS PAST PRESIDENTS
Lani Lee
Hal Forman
Elaine Sohier Gayler
Cynthia Halliday
Susan Hartz
Kate Maxwell
Gail Van Buuren
Diana Poulson
Joan Logan
Judith Goleman
Ange Stephens
Christopher Doyle
F. Michael Montgomery
Julie Green
Jan Lowry-Cole
Rhaea Maurel
Paula Hall
Kitty Chelton
Don Scully & Randi Farkas
Hari Meyers
Grace Harris
Richard Alongi
Diana Young
Andrew Leeds
Carleita Schwartz
Christine Bucholz
Thomas Hedlund
Rick Mawson

Telephone/Fax: 707 575-0596
Email: therapy@recamft.org
Website: www.recamft.org

RETURN SERVICE REQUESTED

NEWSLETTER COSTS & DEADLINES

Line ads and announcements:
2013
Members - $5 per line
2012
Non-members - $12 per line
2011
Flyers inserted in newsletter - $100
2010
Mailing labels - Members - $65
2009
Non-members - $125
2008
Display ads:
Full page - 9.75” x 7.5” = $200
2007
Half page - 4.75” x 7.5” = $110
2005-2006
2004
Quarter page - 4.5” x 3.5” = $60
2003
Eighth page - 2” x 3.5” = $35
2002
10%
discount
for
5 month ad Commitment
There is
a $5.00 fee at RECAMFT speaker meetings for non-members.
2001
20% discount for 10 month ad commitment
2000
Deadlines:
1999
Articles (500 words max) - 15th of the month
1998
Advertisements - 15th of the month
1997
For more information call or email:
1996
707 575-0596 or therapy@recamft.org
1994-1995
Or submit ad to website at www.recamft.org
1993-1994
NEWSLETTER DISCLAIMERS
1992-1993
The opinions and points of view in the articles
1991-1992
1990-1991
contained herein do not necessarily reflect that of
1989
the Board of Directors of RECAMFT or of CAMFT.
1988
Authors’ contact information is included.
1987
Submitted articles may be edited and are
1986
published at our discretion depending on space
1982-1985
and relevance to our readers’ professional
1980-1982
interests.
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